How to.... Give a High5

Do you know a colleague or student that is living the HSC values in extraordinary ways? Recognize them with a High5!

1) Visit https://high5.unthsc.edu and follow the links to PeopleHub to sign in using your HSC credentials (i.e. EUID and password).
2) Select “High5” from the banner at the top of the page and complete the required fields.
3) Start by typing the name of the high5 recipient into the “I’m giving a high5 to...” field. You may add additional names.
4) Tell us how this recipient displays valubility.
5) Don’t want the recipient knowing you’re the one giving recognition? Check “Keep Private.”
6) Next, select the value demonstrated by the recipient.
7) You can add an appropriate photo demonstrating how this individual is living the values (optional).
8) Hit “Post” and you’re good to go!

And while you’re there, take a few moments to browse the new platform! Check out trending hashtags and announcements. Discover other High5 recipients by scrolling through the “Activity Feed” and give a “like” or add a comment!

Please reach out to the Office of Culture & Experience at OCE@unthsc.edu with any questions.